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EXTREME 
UV RESISTANCE

Only pure virgin material is used in the manufacturing 
process in order to deliver a superior membrane. 

elite® is the preferred pool surface in areas with extreme 
UV radiations, such as Australia or the Caribbean.

EXTREME 
CHLORINE RESISTANCE
elite® exclusive formulated surface protects  

the membrane from discoloration by  
chemical substances such as chlorine. It solves  

the most common bleaching problem  
caused by chlorine exposure over time.

COMPLETE
WATERLINE PROTECTION

With a regular surface, such as tile, gunite, fiberglass  
or a weaker membrane, you are required to clean  
the stains very quickly for best results. With elite®,  

you maintain a clean pool with less effort.

ALGAE RESISTANCE
Organic residues and humidity can allow bacteria to grow 
on weaker membrane. elite® surface prevents unsightly 

and unhealthy bacteria from penetrating it and growing.

EASY TO CLEAN
The surface of elite® prevents the penetration of sun 

creams, cosmetics and other chemicals that cause stains, 
especially on the waterline under the effect of the sun.  

You don’t need to use expensive and harmful  
chemicals to maintain your pool nice and beautiful.

THE BEST CHOICE
elite® is the first phthalate free membrane in  

the market. The chemical phthalate, widely used  
in plastics for half a century, is replaced.  

elite® also fulfills the standards EN 71-3 about  
the plastics used in the toy industry to protect  

the children from hazardous elements.
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For further information about elite® scan the QR-code.

elite® Deep Sea

Non-Slip
surface

elite® Arctic White

Non-Slip
surface

elite® Sand Beach

Non-Slip
surface

Non-Slip
surface

elite® Blue Sky elite® Grey Rock

Non-Slip
surface

elite® Black Stone

Non-Slip
surface
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* See our warranty and water treatment guides.

elite® reinforced membranes are engineered  and 
manufactured in a state-of-the-art facility in Coswig 
(Dresden), Germany. »Made in Germany«  by ELBTAL 
PLASTICS means superior quality.

elite® is the best anti stain resistant pool surface on the market. It is 
extremely strong against chemicals, like chlorine and offers a com-
plete waterline protection. The internal geometrical mesh guaranties 
a perfect dimensional stability during and after the installation in order 
to achieve an excellent result. This is the best choice because elite® 

is free of hazardous elements.

high performance pool membrane

high performance pool membrane

wall side

water side

reinforced mesh with unique structure

superior protection varnish

LOWEST 
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Elbtal Plastics GmbH & Co. KG
Grenzstr. 9
01640 Coswig|Germany

+49 3523 5330-0
+49 3523 5330-222
info@elbtal-plastics.de
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